Vibrator-to-ground coupling can produce resonance-induced energy that propagates with the primary sweep and produces serious artifacts in the correlated seismogram due to the frequency structure of this offending energy. For sweeps linearly increasing in frequency, the resulting artifact is observed 
INTRODUCTION
The quality of unstacked vibroseis seismic reflection data correlated form, depending on the nature of the offending energy. Spikes in uncorrelated data will replicate the correlation operator (source sweep) in time-reversed order. Firstdepends not only on source strength and coupling, the presence of reflecting geologic features, and high signal-tonoise recording conditions, but also on there being a minimum of spurious source-generated energy within the field data prior to correlation. Reflected source sweeps within the uncorrelated field data produce well-defined wavelets upon crosscorrelation, but arrivals differing in signal form from the source sweep will appear as artifact signals after correlation. Such unwanted signals can be coherent and of large amplitude or time duration, and can obscure the weaker desired reflections. Subsequent conventional data processing will result in common-depth-point (CDP) stacked profiles of degraded quality.
Source-generated arrivals that are not replicate sweeps in uncorrelated seismograms have anomalous appearances in Because of these well-defined intervals, the offending energy can be successfully removed by filtering the data in 2-D F-T space. The most effective filtering is accomplished by weighted scaling of the modulus of the 2-D Fourier transform of the F-T signal. This paper presents a discussion of the problem as seen in the CALCRUST data, possible remediation methods, and their application to the CALCRUST profile. . This event has a slope less steep than that of the source sweep, and it appears to originate at a particular point within the source sweep. As discussed in the following section, this is the source-generated energy that, when correlated, produces the strong artifact shown in Figure 2 . We refer to this energy in subsequent discussions as artifactproducing energy (APE). 
IDENTIFICATION
P' (f,T) = c(f,T)E(f,T) = R' (f,T)eie(f,T),(1)
where R' (f,T) = c(f,T)R(f,T).
The phase tI (f,T) is not modified. The weighted coefficient function c(f,7' ) can be visualized as a series of 1-D filter functions applied to the set of Fourier-transformed windows.
The steps involved in the inverse transformation of P' (f, T) back to the filtered seismogram y' (t) are (a) inverse I-D Fourier transforming to convert P' (f,T) to y' (r,T), (b) removing the effects of tapers and zero-padding on y' (t,T), and (c) reconstructing the seismogram y' (t) from "inverse" windowing.
To reconstruct the seismogram y' (t), the effects of the forward windowing must be undone. The forward window cosine taper can be removed by multiplying each window y' (t,T) by the inverse of the taper. Since the windows overlap significantly, inverse windowing is performed by transferring only the central portion of each window into the output filtered seismogram. The width of each portion (centered about Z' ) is equal to the window time step, so that for this study, only 25 samples of each of the 250 sample windows were transferred. As a result, blending of the inverted windows was avoided.
For the southern San Joaquin Valley data, a two-dimensionally tapered box mute c(f,7' ) was designed to remove the APE which is visible in Figure 4b . There is no fundamental reason why this method cannot be extended to nonlinear sweeps. In such cases the signature of the true sweep in F-T space will be a curve. Again harmonic and spurious sweep artifacts will have contrasting curve shapes. Filtering is simply complicated by the requirement for a filter weighting function that matches the sweep shape in F-T space, but this does not constitute a serious impediment. Similarly, the method should be applicable equally to up-or downsweeps, and, in the case of the downsweeps, it may be effective in suppressing the harmonic contamination as well.
The F-T transformation is sensitive to the data windowing and associated problem of averaging versus resolution. The data window length must be carefully selected and must be based on the nature of the data and the desired filtering detail. Window tapering and zero-padding also produce computational effects that must be considered. Some numerical experimentation is valuable in selecting the most effective parameters for the F-T decompositions. shot gathers, and thus may not be reached in conventional surveys of 4-6 s listening times. In many surveys, the sweep either may not extend to low enough frequencies to excite the phenomenon, or the sweep rate may be high enough to avoid substantial dwell-time and associated energy input at the coupled-resonance frequency. The strongest artifact, related to the first arrival, will also be particularly visible in surveys in areas with very low reflected energy, such as the typical CALCRUST study in an area of complex crustal structure. With little reflected energy, the artifact can dominate the correlated seismogram. We have not yet explored the roles of drive level or possible interactions among multiple vibrators in the generation mechanism of the APE. These studies warrant attention, and we plan to explore them at the first opportunity.
CALCRUST San Joaquin Valley-Tehachapi line on an individual seismogram basis, and the subsequent correlated and stacked data show numerous deep reflections which were previously obscured by the artifact. To the extent that such contaminating sweep-generated energy is a problem in vibroseis profiling, this method offers an effective option for improving the quality of the final stacked sections.
CONCLUSION
Source-generated energy that produces correlation artifacts in a crustal vibroseis profile can be identified and isolated in individual uncorrelated seismograms through the use of a frequency-uncorrelated time (F-T) transformation employing a moving window spectral analysis. The artifact appears to be related to energy generated by a secondary source sweep, apparently due to resonance between the vibrator and the ground, typically in the 15-20 Hz range. This spurious energetic sweep dominates the correlated seismograms in a time range determined by the sweep range and rate, often obliterating any weak mid-crustal reflection in the 5-10 s interval in crustal profiling. Fortunately, the offending secondary sweep displays a rate of frequency change that differs significantly from the primary source sweep, so that the artifact and the sweep harmonics can be suppressed by filtering within the F-T domain. One such filter which is applied to individual uncorrelated seismograms separates the offending energy from primary sweep energy by using a subsequent kf -k, transformation of the F-T data. This is effective because the primary sweep and the contaminating energy have different slopes in the F-T domain. Other filtering schemes, such as slant stacking should also work. With proper inverse transformations the filtered uncorrelated seismograms can be reconstructed. The kf -kT filter was applied to the
